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The typology of
gories as the alphabet

writing systems includes such well
(e.g., that

known

of English), the syllabary

(e.g.,

nese kana), and the logosyllabary (such as Chinese characters).

cate-

Japa-

An

ad-

by writing systems of India and Ethiopia,
shows features of both the alphabet and the syllabary; it has sometimes

ditional type, exemplified

been called an alphasyllabary, sometimes an abugida (borrowing an
Ethiopic term). These types can be distinguished in several Asian writing systems, depending on whether priority is given to the presence of
an inherent vowel or to the graphic arrangement of symbols.

The writing systems of Asia can be classified into various types, such as the
logosyllabary of Chinese, the syllabary represented by Japanese kana, and
the alphabet represented by Korean han'gul. However, as has been pointed out
by McCawley 1997, these typological categories need not be mutually exclusive.
Thus the Korean alphabet also resembles a syllabary, in that the arrangement of
the alphabetic symbols corresponds to syllable-sized units, but Korean has also
been called a featural system, in that the shape of the alphabetic symbols reflects their analysis in
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terms of phonological features.
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South and Southeast Asia, many of the major writing systems share a
them to be called alphabets by some writers, but
syllabaries by others. The systems involved are those descended from the Brahmi
In

characteristic that has caused

used

script

century

in the

BCE

Buddhist inscriptions of the Indian Emperor Ashoka, in the 3rd

(Salomon 1996).

modern

In

times, these include scripts

such as De-

vanagari (used for Sanskrit, Hindi, and Marathi) and other scripts of South Asia

such as Gurmukhi (used for Panjabi), Gujarati, Bengali, Oriya, Tamil, Telugu, KanSri Lanka). Related systems are the scripts

nada, Malayalam, and also Sinhala (of

of Tibetan and of Southeast Asian languages such as Burmese, Thai, Lao, and
Cambodian, as well as scripts used for regional languages of Indonesia and the
Philippines (Court 1996, Kuipers

& McDermott

(

1996).

The ambivalent nature of these scripts can be illustrated from the Devanashown in Table 1 (cf. Bright 1996). Like alphabets, this script distinguishes two types of symbols, consonants and vowels. But each vowel symbol
has two shapes; one of these, the 'independent' vowel symbol, is used principally
in initial position. By contrast, a spoken sequence of consonant + vowel is written with a consonant symbol to which the vowel is added in what I call a
'diacritic' form, i.e., one which departs from the linear succession of the basic
symbols, namely the consonants. In European scripts, most diacritic symbols are
gari script, as

written above or below basic letters (as in

depending on the vowel, a

diacritic

e, e, ?);

may occur

low, leftward, or rightward of a consonant. In

two

ten with a combination of diacritics on

Table

but in the South Asian scripts,

as a satellite appearing above, be-

some

scripts,

sides, e.g., in

a vowel

is

even writ-

Tamil and Burmese (see

2).
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short a
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Multiple diacritics

Tamil:

ka

&>

ka

Burmese:

ka

CT)

ki

Cw

ku

ko

(T>

Q(95fT

fw

kou

other features of Devanagari should be noted:

Another way
for a has a 'zero'
nant, a consonant symbol
ka.

in size), or else

The

Q<Eb

kc

First,

the

spoken vowel

considered 'inherent' in each consonant symbol, as can be seen in Ta-

bles 1-2 from the fact that the

quence
symbol

dBfl

symbol

consonant k also represents the

for the

to describe this

is

to say that, after a

alternant. Second, to represent a syllable-final
is

either written in a 'conjunct'

with a diacritic beneath

it

which

'kills'

— what McCawley 1997 has

conso-

is

vowel

a.

referred to in Sanskrit

called a 'graphic syllable'. This

most

often consists of a consonant symbol with inherent vowel (ka) or attached diacritic

vowel

(ku),

but

it

may

also be an independent

conjunct consonant plus a vowel

it

vowel symbol

(like u), or a

or a consonant symbol with 'killed'

(k). The term aksara is usually translated as 'syllable', but note
does not necessarily correspond to a syllable of speech; a sequence like

inherent vowel
that

(kla, klu),

.

form (typically reduced fl

the inherent

basic linear unit in this type of writing system

as an aksara

se-

consonant, the
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akka would consist

in writing of two aksaras, a plus kka, but the pronunciation
would probably be analysed in terms of the syllables /ak/ + /ka/. Nevertheless, the
number of written aksaras in a Sanskrit word usually corresponds to the number

of spoken syllables.

The Indie writing system has, then, frequently been referred to as a syllaHowever, it is clear that it has a different structure from that of well-known
syllabaries such as Japanese kana or the Cherokee writing system invented by
Sequoyah. Combinations of Indie k + vowel all have the graphic element k in
common; but as seen in Table 3, such combinations in kana or in Cherokee show
no shared elements. This fact makes the term 'syllabary' unsatisfactory for debary.

scribing the Indie script.
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which 'each character dethe inherent vowel], and
the other vowels are denoted by a consistent modification of the consonant symbols.' This term is based on the first four consonants and the first four vowels in a
traditional Ethiopic order (used in certain religious contexts;
Getatchew

term abugida for the Indic/Ethiopic type of

script, in

notes a consonant accompanied by a specific vowel

[i.e.,

1996:570).

volume The World's Writing Systems, co-edited by Daniels
is used in the chapters for which I was
responsible, and 'abugida' in those for which Daniels was responsible. My position was that, although I recognized the aptness of Daniels's term, I felt a new
term was unnecessary, since 'alphasyllabary' was familiar in the South Asian
field. However, the following commentary was provided by Daniels (1996a:4,
In the reference

&

Bright 1996, the term 'alphasyllabary'

fa.):

Bright' s alphasyllabary

...

is

apparently not intended as an equiva-

lent of these functional terms [alphabet, abjad, abugida], but refers to

the formal property of denoting vowels

same

status as consonants,

sponding
I

to the

by marks that are not of the
and do not occur in a linear order corre-

temporal order of utterance.

understand, then, that Daniels prefers a typology based on the 'functional'

cri-

between sound and symbol, in particular the importance of the 'inherent' vowel and its replacement by other vowel symbols. But
my own preference, which he calls 'formal', is for a typology which gives more
terion of correspondence

attention to the graphic arrangement of symbols. For this purpose,

terms 'alphabet' and 'abjad'
phasyllabary,
bols.

It is

I

I

accept the

as Daniels defines them; but in defining the al-

focus on the predominantly 'diacritic' status of the vowel sym-

understandable that some reviewers of the book have found the use of

'abugida' and 'alphasyllabary' to be problematic, as well as the related use of the

term

'diacritic' (Segert

To

1996:408, Anderson 1997:307, Sproat 1998: 130). 2

evaluate the alternative criteria employed by Daniels and myself,

it

may

well-known writing systems of Asia. One of
these is the 'Phags-pa script, developed by a Tibetan monk in the 13th century
on the order of Kubla Khan, the emperor of China. The plan was to have an official script which would be used for all the major languages of the Chinese empire,
including Tibetan, Uyghur, Mongolian, and Chinese. (As we know, the plan was
not successfully implemented, but some texts have survived in the 'Phags-pa
script, especially in the Mongolian language.) The monk modeled his script after
be useful to look

at

some

other, less

it to be written vertically, after the
Chinese custom; and he invented new symbols for certain sounds which did not
exist in Tibetan, but did occur in Chinese and Mongolian (van der Kuijp
1996:437-40). The inherent vowel a of the Indie scripts and of Tibetan is retained
in 'Phags-pa. (Some scholars think that King Sejong of Korea, the inventor of the
han'gul script, was inspired by 'Phags-pa, but this view is not usually accepted in

the Tibetan alphasyllabary, but he designed

Korea;

cf.

Kim-Renaud 1997, Ledyard

1998.)

«
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Other writing systems besides 'Phags-pa have adapted the model of Indie
languages in vertical columns, e.g., Lepcha in Sikkim

script for writing non-Indie
(India),

and Hanunoo

in the Philippines. This

seems

to

me

a relatively superficial

change, not crucial to the typology of the scripts concerned.

However, the

'Phags-pa script makes an additional change: The vowel symbols which are
'diacritics' in Tibetan
above, below, or alongside the consonant symbols
come to have a single uniform position, following (i.e., beneath) the consonant

—

—

with which they are associated. This can be illustrated by the Tibetan word rdorje

'diamond', written in Tibetan script and in 'Phags-pa as shown in Figure
Tibetan:

The consonant

cluster rd

is

written as a conjunct

The combination with

The

duster

tj is

'Phags-pa:

The

entire

cluster rd

is

cluster

rj

is

Figure

How

1.

written as

is

o is

c!~"

^"
E^""

written as

C^'E^"'

written as

written as a conjunct

entire

C^'

written as

written as a conjunct

The combination with

The

* is

word

The combination with

The

is

written as a conjunct

The combination with

The

o

l. 3

r1""

T~
1-

p

t

is

written as

r^~

word

is

written as

~r-

Tibetan and 'Phags-pa writings of rdo-rje 'diamond'

By Daniels's definitions, since there is an
and other vowels are written with consistent modifications of
the consonant symbols, this script should be an abugida. However, the overt
vowel symbols have become uniform linear symbols, and for this reason I would
consider 'Phags-pa an alphabet
although an unusual one in that the vowel a
is represented as zero. (Note that there are no initial vowels in Tibetan script, but
is

'Phags-pa to be classified?

inherent vowel

a,

—

glottal stop is a

common

initial

consonant.)

Another writing system which may be hard to classify is the Pollard Script,
which was invented early in the 20th century for the tonal Hmong languages of
southern China, by Samuel Pollard, a Methodist missionary (Daniels 1996b:580).
In this script, consonants are represented by 'big letters', vowels by diacritics,
and tone by the position of the diacritic relative to the consonant; see the sample
in
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Sample of Pollard Script
ku

f]
v

—

ku

^]w

ku

—

ku

Since the Pollard script has separate symbols for consonants and vowels,
and has no INHERENT vowel, this is an alphabet, not an abugida, by Daniels's
definitions (p. c); but since vowels and tones are written with 'diacritic', nonlinI myself would classify it as an alphasyllabary. It is interesting to
compare another missionary script of southern China, invented around 1915 by J.

ear symbols,

O. Fraser for Lisu, another tonal language (Daniels 1996b:581). In this system,

consonants and vowels are written with

from the roman alphabet); tone

is

letters

of the same size (many borrowed

written after each syllable by symbols resem-

bling European punctuation marks (see the sample in Table 5). Both Daniels and

would

I

an alphabet. Although the tone symbols are smaller than those for

call this

the consonants and vowels,

I

would not consider them

'diacritics', since

they oc-

a system invented

between

cur in a uniform linear order.

Table
PA.

PA,

PA,
PA.

PA
PA

An

5.

pa
pa
pa
pa
pa
pa

Sample of Fraser

script

(high tone)

(mid

rising)

(mid tone)
(mid tense tone)
(low tone)
(low tense tone)

even more unusual

1959 and 1971 for the

script is

Hmong

Pahawh Hmong,

language, as spoken in Laos, by Shong Lue Yang,

a native speaker without formal education (Smalley et

Table
tone)

6.

Sample of Pahawh

Hmong

(all

al.

1990, Ratliff 1996).

syllables with

mid

level
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plies

by

an inherent vowel (but

itself

it

is

the diphthong au, not a\),

implies an inherent consonant (namely

Because of the inherent vowel, Daniels

own

preference

is

to call

it

k).

and a vowel symbol

For a sample, see Table

sort:

rimes can be considered diacritics which always occur on the

scripts).
is

the

vowel symbols

This view mitigates the paradox of saying

read from

Rather,

some of

left to right,

we can

that,

lefthand

although

is

read from

left to right in

units, the consonants; but that these are 'modified'

My

the symbols for

in the

the elements within the syllable are read

say that the script

6.

an abugida.

(p.c.) classes this as

an alphasyllabary of an unusual

the associated consonant (like

69

side of

South Asian

Pahawh Hmong
from

right to left.

terms of

by the leftward

its

basic

diacritics that

represent the rimes.
In fact, another

the

Sayaboury

by Smalley

Hmong

script after

& Wimuttikosol

its

script, also

—
— has very recently been reported

invented by a native speaker

place of origin

1998. This script

is

called

clearly an alphabet, with uniform

signs for initial consonant, vowel, and tone of each syllable (in left-to-right order);
it

may indeed have been

which tone
Sayaboury

is

inspired by a widely used

roman

script for

Hmong,

in

indicated by a distinctive letter at the end of each syllable. But the

script

is

unusual in one respect: Each of the 13 vocalic nuclei of the

language (including diphthongs)

is written with a digraph, i.e., with an arbitrary
combination of two symbols. However, the individual symbols only occur in
these combinations, never in isolation. Sample combinations of vowels and tones

are

shown

in

Table
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ferent scripts contribute to the practical problems of script design for preliterate

communities? At this point, the theoretical concerns of grammatology and the
practical concerns of promoting literacy come under a single roof.

NOTES
* Thanks for comments on this paper go to Peter T. Daniels, Chin-Wu Kim,
Young-Key Kim-Renaud, and James McCawley. This paper was published in
Written Language and Literacy 2:45-56 (1999). Copyright by John Benjamins
Publishing Company; reprinted by permission.

A diacritic

1

is

typically understood as 'a

a modified pronunciation' (Daniels
letter to alter its

&

mark added

^
m

to a character to indicate

Bright 1996:xli) or

'a

mark added

to a basic

pronunciation' (Coulmas 1996:126). However, these definitions

do not incorporate the idea of departing from the 'succession of the basic symbols,' which now seems to me important. Thus, when the German umlauted vowels are written ae, oe, ue, I would consider them as digraphs; but when they are
written a, o, u, I would regard them as using diacritics.
2

As Daniels has reminded me

brew
e.g.,

(p.c),

West Asian

are sometimes written in 'fully pointed'

for the use of beginning students.

but Daniels would

labic,

call

it

I

Arabic and Hevowels spelled out,

scripts like

form, with

all

would regard such usage as alphasylwould not consider

alphabetic (and presumably

the 'points' to be diacritics in this case).
3

Each 'graphic

syllable' of Tibetan

is

written with a dot at the righthand

shoulder.
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